The Camelot property has a trail for everyone. From well-marked paths to tough bushwhacks, there is little bit of everything. All trails are marked with blazes on trees except for unmarked bushwhacks (shown as dashed lines) and the classic Observatory Trail made apparent by scores of blue ribbons. At all intersections and notable points, wooden signs help you find yourself on the map below.

All the trails are short, it takes about ten minutes to walk from the cabin to Observatory Peak.

**DO NOT TRESPASS,** we are surrounded by private land. Our property is marked by a stone wall, sometimes supplemented by big red blazes on trees.

*Hic Sunt Leones*

Bring a compass if it makes you feel better. However, keep in mind that this map is not drawn to scale and not oriented north.

MAP LEGEND:
- trail marked with blue ribbons
- trail marked with blazes
- unmarked bushwhack
- stone wall
- downhill (level if no arrow)
- stream
- tentsite (two = group site)

Not nearly all features are shown on the map. Explore and fill in the white areas!